**RAID MAX**

**DEFEND**

**PERIMETER PROTECTION**

**DEFEND YOUR HOME FROM PESTS**

**KEEPS KILLING FOR UP TO 18 MONTHS**

**AMERICAN COCKROACHES AND ARGENTINE ANTS ON NON-POROUS SURFACES**

**INDOOR/OUTDOOR**

**ATTACK BUGS**

**CONTROL BUGS**

**PREVENT BUGS**

**ACTIVE INGREDIENTS**

Deltamethrin

Other Ingredients

TOTAL: 100.00%

**NET CONTENTS:** 128 Fl. Oz. (1 GALLON) 3.78 L

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN**

**CAUTION:** Telephone, electric and electronic equipment should not be used within 10 ft. of use area.

**STATEMENT OF HAZARD**

**Hazard Word:** Capital Letter

**RISK WORD:** Capital Letter

**STATEMENT OF INGREDIENTS**

**RISK WORD:** Capital Letter

**STATEMENT OF HAZARD:** Capital Letter

**CONTENTS:** Capital Letter

**Other Cautionary Statements:** Capital Letter

**Fonts Meet 3:1 Ratio or Larger**

**Min Font Point Size Requirement:** Min Font size is no less than 6pt

**BARCODE INFO**

**Barcode Type:** N/A
**Magnification:** N/A
**Truncated By:** N/A
**Full Height:** N/A
**Bar Height:** N/A

**SCJ TECHNICAL INFORMATION**

**SCJ Specification #:** TR1717419
**Format/Size:** 128 OZ
**Reference #:** TR1717419
**FERT #:** 1091397
**Material Master (MM) #:** N/A

**BIOCIDAL PRODUCT**

**Area of Front Panel or Panel:** 27.058 in²
**Signal Word:** Capital Letter
**Statement of Hazard:** Capital Letter
**Contents:** Capital Letter

**ARTWORK**

**Colour:**

- PANTONE 187C
- Process Magenta
- Process Yellow
- Process Black
- PANTONE 186C
- Black Line
- Varnish
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Please note that any low resolution paper Canon colour copies associated with this job should be referred to for content, layout and colour separation only.

**STUDIO USE ONLY**
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Tel: +1 513 455 6015
Address: 1111 St Gregory St #400, Cincinnati, OH 45202, USA
**KILLS**

Instructions:
- Set the reusable auto trigger sprayer to the on position. Squeeze and hold the reusable auto trigger to apply product. Lift the jug above the height of the trigger while spraying initially, if it does not spray directly to kill insects coming to rest on treated surfaces. Insects coming to rest on treated surfaces will be killed.
- Apply thoroughly to infestation in bushes, grass or weeds. Apply as a spot and crack and crevice treatment to areas where these pests crawl and hide, paying special attention to ant and termite activity. Apply to foundation perimeters and other areas where these pests hide. Apply as a multi-purpose spray in small tight spaces. Always apply keeping a steady 12” to 18” from the treated surface. Use as a multi-purpose spray in tight spaces. Always apply keeping a steady 12” to 18” from the treated surface. Use as a multi-purpose spray in tight spaces. Always apply keeping a steady 12” to 18” from the treated surface. Use as a multi-purpose spray in tight spaces.

**PRODUCT INFORMATION**

- Use a Raid® Ant or Roach Bait product to kill ants or roaches where insects are found. Raid® Ant or Roach Bait is available at many stores.

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

- Children: Keep out of reach of children and pets. Use with care. Avoid contact with skin or eyes and do not breathe spray or mist. Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling. Do not eat, drink or chew gum while using this product.
- General: Do not apply toCommercial establishments, restaurants or other places where food is commercially prepared or processed. Do not use on edible crops. Do not apply to vegetable plants, gardens, trees, shrubs, lawns, flowers, ornamentals, or any other plants grown for sale or other commercial use.

- Warning: This product is extremely toxic to fish and aquatic invertebrates. To protect the environment, do not allow pesticide to enter or run off into storm drains, drainage ditches, gutters or surface waters. Applying this product in calm weather will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts. Rippling waters caused by windy conditions will increase the risk of drift and the potential for environmental impacts.
Assembly Instructions:

1. Before use, ensure that the product is within the 128 oz limit. Check the bottle's label for correct usage information.

2. Peel off the cap and auto trigger hanger. Remove the band holding the auto trigger to the hanger. Replace the hanger on the bottle for future auto trigger storage.

3. Uncoil the hose and drop the dip tube into the container, then tighten the cap.

4. Set the reusable auto trigger sprayer to the on position. Squeeze and hold the reusable spray immediately.

5. After use, set the reusable auto trigger to the off position and hang it upside down on the cap.

Product Information:

- **ATTACK**: Use a Raid® Ant or Roach Killer spray to kill bugs on contact.
- **KILL BUGS AT THE SOURCE**: Apply this product to the surface where the bugs are located. Spray for a few hours until the product is dry.
- **KILL BUGS ON CONTACT**: Apply to hard-to-reach places where long-term control is needed. Use inside and outside, including entry points from outside or neighboring units.
- **KEEP BUGS OUT**: Spray around entry points and perimeter. Keep bugs out of the treated area.

Environmental Hazards:

- **Spiders, Spider Beetles, Lace Bugs, Leafminers, Aphids, Armyworms**: Apply to hard surfaces where pests are located or can enter the building. Do not spray on blooming crops or weeds if bees are visiting the treated area. This product is highly toxic to bees exposed to direct treatment or residues on blooming crops or weeds. Do not allow the product to enter any drain during or after application.
- **Waterbugs**: Apply as a multi-purpose spray in small streams and ponds. Avoid applying the product to storm drains, water bodies, or aquatic habitats. Do not allow the product to enter any drain during or after application.
- **Crickets, Fleas, Dog Ticks, Lone Star Ticks**: Apply as a spot treatment to areas where these pests are found. Spray the legs of tables and chairs, spray directly on areas where these pests are located, and apply to cracks and crevices where these pests enter the premises.
- **Houseflies, Mosquitoes, Small Flying Moths**: Apply as a multi-purpose spray in small streams and ponds. Avoid applying the product to storm drains, water bodies, or aquatic habitats. Do not allow the product to enter any drain during or after application.
- **Bugs, Pillbugs, Roaches, Silverfish, Spiders and Stink Bugs**: Apply to hard surfaces where pests are located or can enter the building. Apply as a spot treatment to areas where these pests are found. Spray around ant trails and hills, spray legs of tables and chairs, and apply to cracks and crevices where these pests enter the premises.
- **Cockroaches**: Apply as a multi-purpose spray in small streams and ponds. Avoid applying the product to storm drains, water bodies, or aquatic habitats. Do not allow the product to enter any drain during or after application.
- **Centipedes, Crickets, Scorpions, Spiders, Stink Bugs**: Apply to hard surfaces where pests are located or can enter the building. Apply as a spot treatment to areas where these pests are found. Spray around ant trails and hills, spray legs of tables and chairs, and apply to cracks and crevices where these pests enter the premises.
- **Whiteflies**: Apply as a multi-purpose spray in small streams and ponds. Avoid applying the product to storm drains, water bodies, or aquatic habitats. Do not allow the product to enter any drain during or after application.
- **Dust Mites, Bed Bugs**: Apply as a multi-purpose spray in small streams and ponds. Avoid applying the product to storm drains, water bodies, or aquatic habitats. Do not allow the product to enter any drain during or after application.
- **Birds**: Apply as a multi-purpose spray in small streams and ponds. Avoid applying the product to storm drains, water bodies, or aquatic habitats. Do not allow the product to enter any drain during or after application.
- **Ants**: Apply as a spot treatment to areas where ants enter the premises. Set the reusable auto trigger to the off position, then hold the container and spray for a few hours until the product is dry. Avoid applying the product to storm drains, water bodies, or aquatic habitats. Do not allow the product to enter any drain during or after application.
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